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INTRODUCTION 

This bulletin presents the findings of a two-year 
study of people, jobs and land in the New Jersey-New 
York-Connecticut Metropolitan Region. It reports 
past trends and current facts about a great many as
pects of the region. It includes new forecasts of popu
lation and of employment for the region's 22 counties. 
It is based primarily upon work undertaken in 1955 
and 1956 at the request of the bi-state Metropolitan 
Rapid Transit Survey. 

This is the 87th bulletin of a series published by 
the Region Plan Association over the last three de
cades on a wide variety of subjects. In addition to up
dating earlier bulletins on population and employment, 
it presents detailed information not available pre
viously. 

For example, inside the back cover there is a map 
in full color showing how land is now being used in 
all parts of the region. Sections of the bulletin deal 
with such characteristics of the region's population as 
the proportion of persons of different ages, sexes and 
ethnic backgrounds. Facts about migration to and 
from the region are given. And the bulletin presents 
new data about recent county employment levels, with 
trends for each major group of commercial and in
dustrial activities separately analyzed. 

The bulletin has three main sections: 

( 1) The Summary reviews the major findings
briefly and presents them mostly in maps and charts 
for quick reading. 

(2) The two following chapters discuss the find
ings in detail and explain how we arrived at them. 

( 3) The last chapter spotlights each of the region's
22 counties in turn, highlighting the pertinent statistics 
and suggesting the main forces at work which are 
likely to influence each county's future. 

While the Metropolitan Rapid Transit Survey made 
this work possible, it could not have been achieved 
without the active cooperation of a great many agen
cies and individuals in the region. This help included 
several departments in the state governments of New 
Jersey, New York and Connecticut; county planning 
agencies and other county departments; several New 
York City departments; the utility companies 9f the 
region; and a long list of professional consultants in 
municipal planning, land economics and engineering. 
Their invaluable assistance is gratefully acknowledged. 

The results presented in this bulletin should be 
distinguished from estimates of people and jobs which 
will result from a study of a different nature now un
der way: The New York Metropolitan Region Study 
being undertaken for the Regional Plan Association 
by the Graduate School of Public Administration of 
Harvard University. This latter study is a basic analy
sis of the economic, sociological, population and other 
forces which are at work and which will determine the 
future development of the metropolitan region. It will 
give a better basis than exists today for projections of 
the distribution and characteristics of jobs and people 
over the next quarter century.* 

Therefore, while the data released in this bulletin 
represent the most complete analysis so far under
taken of trends in population, employment and the 
use of land in the New Jersey-New York-Connecticut 
Metropolitan Region, it is anticipated that they will be 
superseded in 1959 by analyses and projections of a 
much more definitive kind. 

Despite its obvious limitations, many of our mem
bers and subscribers have requested that we make the 
material presented in this bulletin publicly available 
to fill the gap for the next few years until the major 
economic study will have been completed. 

Accordingly, we are publishing our estimates with 
a full explanation of just how they were made so that 
any who use them may judge for themselves what 
degree of reliance is appropriate for the particular 
purpose to which the figures will be put. 

Finally, it should be borne in mind that the forecasts 
presented in this bulletin are based on the assumption 
that times of relative prosperity and peace will prevail 
during the forecast period. The projections do not at
tempt to measure the specific impact of new techno
logical developments such as automation or atomic 
energy, nor of such factors as the completion of the 
St. Lawrence Seaway. Mainly the forecasts assume that 
new influences not yet adequately analyzed will tend 
to balance each other and that the major determinants 
of the next twenty years already have been at work. 

*The New York Metropolitan Region Study is financed by
equal grants to the Regional Plan Association from the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund and The Ford Foundation. A
special staff under the direction of Raymond Vernon is work
ing on this three-year study in the offices of the Association.
Completion date for the study is June 1959.














































































































































